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ABSTRACT

The rise of big data has brought challenges in data management, especially
regarding storage, visualization and analytics. Traditional data processing
applications and databases cannot handle the massive amount of data that is
generated by today’s companies. The challenges have been met by developing
tools that can store and process big data efficiently and scale accordingly. One
of these tools is a distributed search and analytics engine called Elasticsearch.
Elasticsearch offers a distributed and scalable data management solution to store,
search and analyse data in near real-time and it is the core component of this
thesis.

This thesis was done in a Finnish technology company that wanted to discover
what Elasticsearch is capable of as a data management tool. Elasticsearch
is being considered as a free and open-source alternative for their current
expensive closed-source data management platform in order to reduce costs.
A PoC (proof of concept) was built to demonstrate the use of Elasticsearch
and its data visualization tool, Kibana. To build the PoC, Elasticsearch and
other tools in the Elastic Stack were studied to see how they work. An
implementation was built based on the requirements set by the company. In
short, the implementation should be able to automatically ship data from a
CI/CD (continuous integration/continuous delivery) pipeline into Elasticsearch,
after which the data is visualized in Kibana.

When the finished implementation satisfied the requirements, it was optimized
and presented to a CI-related team in the company along with two sets of
questions. The survey answers deemed Elasticsearch and Kibana useful and
powerful. The respondents showed interest in utilizing Kibana dashboards in
the future. The implementation did leave room for further improvement, such as
clustering, which in this thesis could not be tested due to unavailable hardware.

Keywords: Elasticsearch, Kibana, data management, data visualization,
continuous integration
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Big datan nousu on tuonut mukanaan haasteita tiedonhallintaan, erityisesti
tiedon varastoimiseen, visualisointiin sekä analytiikkaan. Perinteiset tiedon
prosessointiohjelmat ja tietokannat eivät pysty käsittelemään nykypäivän
yritysten generoimaa massiivista tiedon määrää. Näihin haasteisiin on vastattu
kehittämällä työkaluja, jotka pystyvät varastoimaan ja prosessoimaan big
dataa tehokkaasti ja skaalautuvat asianmukaisesti. Yksi näistä työkaluista on
hajautettu haku- ja analytiikkamoottori nimeltä Elasticsearch. Se tarjoaa
hajautetun ja skaalautuvan ratkaisun tiedon varastointiin, hakuun ja
analysointiin lähes reaaliajassa ja on tämän diplomityön ydinkomponentti.

Tämä diplomityö tehtiin suomalaisessa teknologiayrityksessä, joka halusi
selvittää, mihin Elasticsearch kykenee tiedonhallintatyökaluna. Elasticsearchia
harkitaan ilmaisena ja avoimen lähdekoodin korvikkeena heidän nykyiselle
kalliille suljetun lähdekoodin tiedonhallinta-alustalle. Elasticsearchin ja sen
tiedon visualisointityökalun, Kibanan, käytön havainnollistamista varten tehtiin
soveltuvuusselvitys. Selvitystä varten Elasticsearchia ja muita Elastic Stackiin
kuuluvia työkaluja tutkittiin niiden toimivuuden selvittämiseksi. Toteutus tehtiin
yrityksen asettamien vaatimusten pohjalta. Lyhyesti sanottuna toteutuksen
tuli pystyä automaattisesti lähettämään tietoa jatkuvan integraation/jatkuvan
käyttöönoton putkistosta Elasticsearchiin, jonka jälkeen tieto täytyi visualisoida
Kibanalla.

Kun valmis toteutus täytti vaatimutkset, se optimoitiin ja esiteltiin tiimille,
joka työskentelee jatkuvan integraation parissa. Tiimille annettiin kaksi
joukkoa kysymyksiä vastattaviksi. Kysymysten vastausten perusteella tiimi totesi
Elasticsearchin hyödylliseksi ja tehokkaaksi ja osoitti kiinnostusta Kibanan
kojelautojen hyödyntämiseen tulevaisuudessa. Toteutus jätti parantamisen varaa
esimerkiksi klusteroinnin osalta, koska sitä ei pystytty testaamaan puuttuvan
laitteiston vuoksi.

Avainsanat: Elasticsearch, Kibana, tiedonhallinta, tiedon visualisointi, jatkuva
integraatio
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1. INTRODUCTION

Companies around the world today are facing challenges in data management due to
the unprecedented growth in data generation [1]. Up until 2003, all of humanity had
generated 5 exabytes (1018 bytes) of data and in 2012, that amount had expanded to
2,72 zettabytes (1021 bytes) and was expected to double every two years, therefore
rising exponentially [2]. This has led to the rise of big data and the industry around it.

Big data refers to huge data sets with varying structures which are too complex to
process with traditional data processing applications [1]. This has then resulted in
increased demand for data management solutions in storage, analytics, visualization
and more. The demand has been answered by the development of applications
designed for processing big data, which be divided into three different categories based
on processing types [3]. The categories are stream processing, batch processing and
interactive processing. Stream processing tools specialize in processing large amounts
of data from different data streams such as sensors or generated log files in real time
[3]. Batch processing does not need real-time processing. Instead, either a scheduled
analysis is conducted or a triggered analysis when the amount of data has accumulated
above a certain threshold [4]. Interactive processing allows direct data manipulation
and analysis where the data is located by using queries [3].

In this thesis, a stream processing tool and distributed search and analytics engine
called Elasticsearch is studied and a PoC is implemented to demonstrate its capabilities
and to show real-world examples of its functionality.

1.1. Problem Definition

A Finnish technology company is looking for data management solutions for big
data, and Elasticsearch has sparked interest as a potential solution. The company
currently uses a closed source commercial data management platform for storing data
and creating dashboards. The platform offers many same features as Elasticsearch does
but it comes with a costly subscription. The price is tied to the amount of data that is
stored daily, and because data generation is expected to increase in the future, the costs
are expected to increase as well.

The company is considering Elasticsearch as a free and open-source alternative to
reduce costs and to see what Elasticsearch is capable of and how it would look like
and function if it was used for their data. The company has a robust CI/CD pipeline
in place, which conducts different tests. The logs and the results from these tests have
to be stored somewhere. Elasticsearch is required to function primarily as a big data
store, but once the data has been stored it has to be visualized with Kibana. The goal of
the Kibana dashboards would be to help developers in debugging errors and validating
results from the test data faster and with less effort than before.

1.2. Research Questions

This project has different requirements for different elements, which are described in
Table 3. Each requirement could be its own research question. For example, how
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can data be automatically shipped from Jenkins into Elasticsearch? However, the
main research question which summarizes the requirements and must be ultimately
answered is: how can data be automatically collected and stored into Elasticsearch
from a CI/CD pipeline and visualized with Kibana?

1.3. Research Methods

The research conducted in this thesis was approached in a constructive manner. First,
Elasticsearch was studied to grasp how it works in theory and along with that, practical
experience was also gained by testing the theories and basic concepts in a VM (virtual
machine) with a running Elasticsearch instance. Other tools in the Elastic Stack were
also studied to see if they could be useful for this project. The studied concepts and
theory were used as the basis for the implementation to build a reliable and appropriate
solution to the problem while adhering to the requirements. The implementation was
evaluated against the requirements and user feedback.

1.4. Project Structure

This thesis consists of six chapters. The first chapter, introduction, gives background
information about the problem, defines the problem and introduces the research
question and project structure. The second chapter, related work, contains mostly
theory, as it introduces the tools that will be used and how they work along with
important terminology and concepts. The third chapter, implementation, will go over
the implementation process of the artifacts and how the artifacts work along with
explaining design choices and presenting the results. The fourth chapter, experiments
and evaluation, will introduce optimization using parallel processing and feedback
from a CI-related team in the company. The fifth chapter is dedicated to discussing
the results and possible future work regarding the project. The sixth and final chapter
contains a brief summary about this thesis.
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2. RELATED WORK

2.1. Big Data Challenges

Many organizations generate huge volumes of data with varying and complex
structures. This data is called big data and traditional data processing applications
cannot efficiently process it as they cannot scale enough to handle the size of the data
or process the data fast enough. Big data requires advanced analytics and visualization
techniques to discover patterns and correlation in the data which are important insight
for decision-making [5].

The challenges of big data can be divided into three main categories: data, process
and management challenges. Data challenges are related to the characteristics of data
such as variety, velocity, veracity, and quality, whereas process challenges are related
to the processing of the data, all the way from capturing to presenting the results.
Management challenges are revolved around legal and ethical challenges regarding the
data. The challenges from the aforementioned categories are relevant to this project
except for management, which is not explored. [5]

Regarding data, challenges in variety manifest when the format, type or structure of
the data differ from each other, therefore complicating processing. The files that will
be indexed into Elasticsearch in this project do have different types and structures, and
other different files could be required to be indexed in the future. Velocity refers to the
capacity of the big data application to handle and process data from streams, which
essentially in this project means discovering how much data can be sent continuously
from the CI/CD pipeline to the Elasticsearch without overwhelming it. Veracity, which
can also be considered as the correctness of the data, refers to the biases, missing values
and outliers in the data. The files that are indexed do have a consistent structure, but
due to their large size, some inconsistencies regarding the structure and values/fields
can be found. [5] Quality of the files is high as they have all the required information
which so far has been correct and available.

Regarding the process, challenges are found in collecting the data from the CI/CD
pipeline and transforming the structure of the collected data into a format that is
more Elasticsearch and Kibana-friendly. The Elasticsearch indices also have to be
configured to index the data correctly. [5]

2.2. Continuous Integration

Continuous integration is a coding practice of committing changes to the source code
repositories often, preferably multiple times a day. This helps developers find bugs
more easily as each change is small. It also helps in preventing local branches that
developers are working on from straying too far from the main branch, which reduces
merge conflicts. [6, 7]

Continuous integration is often paired with automated testing and CD (continuous
delivery) to check if anything breaks before merging and to form a pipeline that
automates code changes all the way from committing to deployment. A CI/CD pipeline
is a core component of DevOps and its mission to automate everything. [6, 7]
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The data, which will be stored in Elasticsearch and visualized in Kibana, is produced
in the CI/CD pipeline of the company, and it is the primary data source. There are two
key software that contribute to the CI/CD pipeline and the tests that are conducted in
it, Jenkins and Robot Framework, which are introduced in the subsections below.

2.2.1. Jenkins

The CI/CD pipeline which runs the tests, uses Jenkins, an open-source continuous
integration tool for automating building, testing and deployment. Jenkins was
originally developed under the name Hudson by Kohsuke Kawaguchi while he was
working at Sun. Hudson’s popularity grew over the years as it evolved and was
adopted by more teams. In 2010, Hudson had a market share of over 70% and was
the most dominant continuous integration solution. In late 2010 however, the Hudson
developer community and Oracle, which had previously bought Sun disagreed on the
management of the project, so the Hudson developer community migrated the original
Hudson code to a new GitHub project and renamed the project to Jenkins. [8]

Jenkins is still an extremely popular continuous integration tool which can be
attributed to its ease of use, low learning curve and flexibility as well as the large
selection of plugins developed by an active community. [8]

2.2.2. Robot Framework

Robot framework is an open-source keyword-driven test automation framework. It
is used for acceptance testing, ATDD (acceptance test driven development), BDD
(behaviour driven development) and RPA (robotic process automation) [9]. Just like
Jenkins, it has evolved from an in-house tool into an open source-project with an active
community of developers contributing to the project.

Robot framework supports multiple platforms as it is written in Python and its
technology independent nature and highly modular architecture, presented in Figure
1, make it a very versatile tool for testing. [10] Figure 1 has been recreated from [10].

Figure 1. Robot framework architecture.
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Robot framework uses keywords defined in the test data section to execute the
different steps of a test and the underlying code for the keywords is defined in test
libraries [10]. The output files that are generated by the robot framework are the
primary source of data for this project and the tests themselves are conducted by robot
framework within Jenkins jobs.

This chapter introduces the Elastic Stack and the tools in it as well as tools
and concepts used in DevOps. Both sections are important for understanding the
terminology and the implementation chapter.

2.3. The Elastic Stack

The Elastic Stack which was formerly known as the ELK (Elasticsearch, Logstash,
Kibana) Stack consists of four tools: Elasticsearch, Logstash, Beats and Kibana. These
tools provide the means to ship, parse, store, search, analyse and visualize data in
real time [11]. The tools are maintained and developed by Elastic and share many
similarities regarding configuration such as similar directory layouts and they each
have their own .yml files for configuration. This makes it easier to set them up as
learning to use one tool helps learning the others faster. For each tool, this chapter will
provide a brief history, a high-level explanation of how the tool works and their role in
the Elastic Stack.

2.3.1. Elasticsearch

Elasticsearch is a distributed search and analytics engine and the core component of
the Elastic Stack and this project [12]. First released in February 2010, it has been
in development ever since with the latest major release 8.0.0 released nearly 12 years
later in February 2022 [13]. Since the launch, the project has been operating with the
open-source Apache License 2.0 until January 2021 with the release of Elasticsearch
7.11 when the company developing the Elastic Stack, Elastic, changed the license of
Elasticsearch and Kibana to be dual licensed under the Elastic License and Server Side
Public License, which are not recognized as open-source licenses to prevent Amazon
and other companies from providing Elasticsearch and Kibana as a service without
collaborating with Elastic [14, 15]. This led to Amazon forking Elasticsearch and
Kibana and continuing their development on their own under the names OpenSearch
and OpenSearch Dashboards [16].

Elasticsearch itself does not do the searching or indexing operations as those
will be done by Apache Lucene, an open-source full-text search engine library on
which Elasticsearch is built. However, Lucene is very complex and to get all
the benefits from the library, it needs to be directly programmed to work with an
application. Elasticsearch greatly simplifies using Lucene by providing a simple
REST (Representational state transfer) API (application programming interface) for
communicating with it and automatically managing many complex tasks regarding
cluster management [12]. Both Elasticsearch and Apache Lucene are written in Java
[12].
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Elasticsearch is built from the ground up to be distributed and highly scalable [17],
which means that one or more instances of Elasticsearch can work together to respond
to API calls while retaining high performance. A group of Elasticsearch instances
is called a cluster while a single Elasticsearch instance is called a node. Nodes can
automatically find each other through the cluster.name field which can be configured
in the elasticsearch.yml file along with the IP (internet protocol) address and port of
nodes that reside in other hosts [12, 18].

In a cluster, the nodes have different roles. Every cluster has at least one elected
master node which is responsible for cluster-wide changes such as creating and
deleting an index, adding and removing a node from the cluster and load balancing by
allocating nodes the number of shards that they can handle. If this master node fails,
a new one is elected from master-eligible nodes. Ingest nodes prepare the incoming
documents for indexing by applying transformations to them and passing them back
to the index or bulk API calls where they came from so they can be sent forward to
be actually indexed. Data nodes simply store and manage the indexed data while also
responding to queries. It is recommended to dedicate nodes for these different roles in
a cluster. [12, 19, 20]

Although Elasticsearch works as non-relational, distributed JSON (JavaScript
Object Notation) document store, it can be compared to relational databases as they
have many similar elements. The key difference is that Elasticsearch uses an inverted
index and other types of data structures to store serialized JSON documents from
complex data structures whereas relational databases store information as rows of
columnar data [21]. An inverted index is actually a data structure that Apache Lucene
uses under the hood of Elasticsearch and it is designed to index documents which then
become fully searchable in almost real-time [12, 21]. An inverted index collects all
unique words in all documents and then makes a list of all documents where they
appear. For example, if we had two documents (document A and document B) which
each contain a field for one of the following sentences: ”My friends often ask when
this thesis is done” and ”This thesis is done when it is done”, these documents are
converted to an inverted index by splitting the content of the fields into a list of unique
terms which is then sorted and each term is listed by which document they appear in
[12]. This behaviour is demonstrated in Tables 1 and 2, which have been created to
resemble the example found in [12].

If one would search for ”ask thesis”, Lucene finds the documents where any of the
terms appear. [12] This is demonstrated in Table 2.

At least one of the terms was found in both of the documents, but document A had
more matches than document B, so by applying a naive similarity algorithm which
counts the number of matches, document A would be more relevant match for the
search query. [12]

An Elasticsearch index uses many types of optimized data structures for different
data types it finds in a document. Inverted index is only one of them and it is used for
text fields. BKD-trees are used for storing numeric and geoinformation fields, so all in
all, an Elasticsearch index can be considered as an optimized collection of documents.
As discussed above, documents contain fields that are key-value pairs, and therefore
they can be referred to as a collection of fields. [21]

Elasticsearch indices are divided into shards, which are Lucene indices, and they
each contain a share of the documents within the Elasticsearch index. Lucene indices
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Table 1. An example of an inverted index.
Term Document A Document B
My ✓
This ✓
ask ✓
done ✓ ✓
friends ✓
is ✓ ✓
it ✓
often ✓
thesis ✓ ✓
this ✓ ✓
when ✓ ✓

Table 2. An example of an inverted index search query.
Term Document A Document B
ask ✓
thesis ✓ ✓
Total 2 1

can store up to 2,147,483,519 documents which is the maximum value of a 32-bit
signed integer subtracted by 128. Lucene indices are divided into smaller Lucene
indices called Lucene segments. An example structure of an Elasticsearch index is
shown in Figure 2 which was recreated from the example that was found in [20].

Figure 2. An example structure of an Elasticsearch index.

Lucene segments are created and written to when new documents are indexed and
after the indexing is done, they are closed forever, which means they are immutable.
However, Elasticsearch occasionally merges small Lucene segments together, which
can also be done manually through the Elasticsearch API. It is more efficient to have
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a small amount of Lucene segments because Lucene searches through the segments
sequentially rather than in parallel, so having more segments slows the performance as
Lucene has to search through more segments. [20]

The purpose of shards is to ensure redundancy, which provides fault tolerance, and
to increase query capacity by balancing the shards across the cluster regardless of its
size. Shards can be either primary shards or replica shards. Primary shards hold the
original documents of an index and are used for most operations. Replica shards, on
the other hand, are copies of primary shards and their main purpose is to protect the
cluster from hardware failures by storing the documents of other nodes so they can still
be searched even if the primary shards from those nodes are lost. Replica shards can
also assist in serving read requests. The number of primary shards is configured when
an index is created and cannot be changed later, although the number of replica shards
can be changed freely. [22]

Figure 3. An example of three Elasticsearch nodes and how their shards can be
distributed to increase fault tolerance.

Figure 3 shows three nodes. Node 1 has an index with one primary shard, and two
replica shards, one from node 2 and one from node 3. Nodes 2 and 3 follow a similar
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structure as they have their own primary shards along with two replica shards from the
other two nodes. With this arrangement of shards, even if two nodes fail, the cluster is
still able to serve requests with complete results. This is the basis of fault tolerance for
an Elasticsearch cluster.

When a document is indexed, all the fields in it are indexed according to the mapping
of the index. Mapping can be compared to a schema in relational databases as it defines
how the document and its fields should be indexed and what their data types are [23]. In
Elasticsearch, there are two types of mappings, namely dynamic mapping and explicit
mapping.

Explicit mapping requires the user to define their own mapping, which gives total
control over the mapping and enables more features such as defining custom date
formats, performing language-specific text analysis and usage of geoinformation data
types, which dynamic mapping cannot automatically detect. Even if an index uses
explicit mapping, it is still possible to add new fields dynamically and with dynamic
templates, and it is possible to configure conditions and mappings for those new fields
[21, 24]. While it is easy to add new fields to a mapping, changing or removing a field
from the mapping is not possible. If the mapping needs to be changed, a new index
with the correct mapping needs to be created and then the data can be reindexed from
the old index to the new. [25]

If explicit mapping is used, it can be bothersome to define mappings for each index.
This can be avoided with the use of index templates, which are pre-configured settings
for new indices. Index templates can include mappings, aliases and other settings.
When a new index is created and it matches an index pattern defined in the index
template, it will use the index template as a basis. Mapping can be defined in an index
template either directly or through component templates, which are separately defined
parts of an index template. [26]

Dynamic mapping allows Elasticsearch to be schema-less by automatically detecting
most data types from the fields of a document when it is indexed and adding them to the
mapping. It is a convenient feature for testing indexing, exploring data and for indexing
documents with simple fields and repetitive data structures. It also automatically
detects any new fields and adds them to the mapping as well. However, this comes
with a risk of causing a mapping explosion because if new documents often come with
new fields, as they can cause the mapping to grow out of control, which can then lead to
running out of memory and other errors [23]. Dynamic mapping also does not always
properly detect the correct data types, for example, if a date field does not follow any
of the built-in date formats, it will be indexed as a text field. Figures 4, 5 and 6 will
demonstrate indexing a document using dynamic mapping.

Figure 4. A simple JSON document which has two text fields, one numeric field and
one date field.
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Figure 5. The dynamically generated mapping from indexing the document in Figure
4.

Figure 5 shows the dynamically generated mapping which was generated by
indexing the simple JSON document from Figure 4 into an index called ”example-
index”. It shows the different fields and their data types which were detected correctly.
However, the text fields were given additional keyword fields, which means that they
are multi-fields and they have been indexed in multiple ways: as text and as a keyword.
This allows the ”fruit” and ”cultivar” fields to be searched with full-text search and also
enables sorting and aggregations [27]. The additional keyword fields also have a field
called ”ignore_above” with a default value of 256. The purpose of this field is to
ignore values that exceed 256 characters when the document is indexed to filter out
possibly unwanted values and to help protect against Lucene’s term byte-length limit
of 32 766. The ignored field will be placed in the ”_ignored” metadata field and cannot
be searched for [28, 29].
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Figure 6. The simple JSON document from 4 after it has been indexed into
Elasticsearch.

Figure 6 shows the simple JSON document from Figure 4 after it has been indexed
into Elasticsearch and then searched for. When a document is indexed, Elasticsearch
adds the following metadata fields to it: firstly, ”_index” which tells us which index
the document was indexed to, secondly, ”_type” meaning the mapping type of the
document which is always ”_doc” as mapping types were removed in Elasticsearch
6.0.0, thirdly ”_id” which is simply a string for identifying the document, fourthly,
”_source” which contains the original JSON document and, lastly, the ”_score” which
tells us how relevant this document is regarding the query. [30]

Communicating with Elasticsearch happens through an extensive REST API that
uses HTTP (hypertext transfer protocol) requests GET, PUT, POST and DELETE
to operate on data. Databases usually use CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete)
on data, which can be seen as a counterpart for the web-based REST API [20].
Communicating is usually done using a Kibana console, cURL on a command line
or by some other client. For example, typing ”GET /_cat/indices” into Kibana console
would print information about existing indices in Elasticsearch using the cat API. The
same command using cURL if Elasticsearch is hosted locally, would look like this:
curl -XGET http://localhost:9200/_cat/indices.

2.3.2. Logstash

Logstash in an open-source, light-weight data processing pipeline [31] which was
originally developed by Jordan Sissel, who teamed up with the authors of Elasticsearch
and Kibana in 2012, forming the ELK Stack [32]. While Logstash is being maintained
by Elastic and is effectively used with Elasticsearch, it can be used for much more
because of its plugin-based nature. In total, over 200 plugins exist for the different
stages of the pipeline. Logstash processes each event through a three-stage pipeline.

Input is the first stage of the pipeline and it tells Logstash where the data is coming
from and generates events upon the arrival. It is possible to receive data from multiple
sources at the same time, but they have to be defined in the input section [33].
Frequently used input plugins include file, which reads data from a file, beats, which
listens for events sent by beats, and syslog, which listens for syslog messages.

The second stage is filter, which processes and transforms the events received by
input. The Filter stage is comparable to ingest nodes in an Elasticsearch cluster and
serves a similar purpose, but Logstash has an advantage by being more configurable,
flexible and providing much more features in the form of a large selection of plugins
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for many different use cases, whereas the functionality of ingest nodes is much more
limited and specific. Some of the commonly used filter plugins are mutate, which
modifies fields in an event, grok, which parses and structures text using custom regex
or built-in patterns, and drop, which drops unwanted events [34].

The last stage is output, which defines where the events are sent. Just like in input,
it is possible to send the event to multiple outputs. Commonly used output plugins are
file, which enables writing events into a file, stdout, which prints events to standard
output, and Elasticsearch, which is very robust in features and supports sending events
to multiple nodes and indices. [33, 35]

Like Elasticsearch, Logstash was also built with scalability in mind. Logstash
instances can form clusters and instances can be given roles like shipper or indexer
through configuration. For example, shippers would be configured to take inputs only
for them to be sent to another Logstash instance, the indexer, which will filter them and
send them to Elasticsearch. Having too many inputs and data, however, can overwhelm
the filtering Logstash instance, which would lead to data loss, and that is why it would
be recommended to use a message broker like Redis in between the input and filtering
Logstash instances. [36] Figure 7 shows what an architecture of a logstash cluster
could look like and was recreated from the example that was found in [36].

Figure 7. An example architecture of a logstash cluster with a broker serving
Elasticsearch.

2.3.3. Kibana

Kibana is an open-source GUI (graphical user interface), developed and designed
by Rashid Khan in 2012 for visualizing and analysing data from Elasticsearch, and
it quickly became an integral part of the ELK stack in 2012 with Logstash and
Elasticsearch [32]. It is also a convenient tool for managing the Elasticsearch cluster
through a user interface in a browser. The main home page and the main navigation
bar list the main components of Kibana as Enterprise Search, Observability, Security,
Analytics and Management [37]. The main components used to be Discover, Visualize,
Dashboards and Management, which still exist within the current main components
and are essential tools [38]. This section will introduce the tools from each component
that are relevant for this project.
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The management section is about settings and configurations, and to start exploring
data and creating visualizations, an index pattern must be created first. An index
pattern is a pattern that groups one or more indices together. If an index matches a
pattern, then the documents from that index will be included in a search query. A
wildcard “*” in the index pattern can be used to group indices together, for example,
the pattern “example-*” will group all indices with that start with “example-” [39].
In the management section, there are also Dev Tools, which include Kibana console,
which behaves similarly to a text editor and can be used to make Elasticsearch API calls
using an UI in a cURL-like syntax. It has convenient autocomplete and autoformatting
features and it is also configurable. Copying and pasting cURL commands into the
console automatically converts the commands to the console syntax, which can also be
turned back to cURL syntax [40]. Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate an example query using
the Kibana console that searches for all documents in an index called example-index.

Figure 8. An example query using the Kibana console syntax that searches for all
documents in an index called example-index.

Figure 9. The result of the query from Figure 8.
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In the analytics section, which explores, visualizes and analyses data, the discover
tool acts as a window to the data in Elasticsearch. It uses KQL (Kibana Query
Language) by default to perform search queries and filtering, the other option is to use
Lucene query syntax [41]. These queries can be customized by selecting the fields that
will be displayed, and then saved and added to a dashboard. Adding discover windows
to a dashboard is a convenient way to show different types of data from multiple indices
in the same dashboard. The dashboard tool allows the creation and management of all
dashboards. [42] Examples of Kibana dashboards are shown in Figures 14 and 15 of
the visualization section in the implementation chapter.

The Visualize Library is meant for creating visualizations with many different styles,
like pie chart, gauge, line, horizontal/vertical bar, tag cloud and more. The tools section
allows adding text and images to dashboards but also controls in the form of dropdown
menus and range sliders, which control the filters within a dashboard. For example,
a dropdown menu can be configured to list all the values of a field in an index, and
when a value is selected from the menu, it is added as a filter which updates all the
views within the dashboard including the discover objects to display documents where
that value is found within that field. [43] However, in order to include text fields in the
dropdown menu, they need to be indexed as keywords as the options are dynamically
populated using terms aggregation which is not possible without indexing the text
fields as keywords [44].

Enterprise search section offers tools to design, deploy and manage search
experiences for websites and mobile apps and to perform search queries across
connected platforms. Observability offers tools for monitoring metrics, collecting logs
and raising alerts. Security offers tools related to Elasticsearch cluster security. These
three components of Kibana, while useful and relevant, are out of the scope of this
project as a PoC and are not utilized.

2.3.4. Beats

Beats are open-source and light-weight data shippers. They are intended for sending
data into Elasticsearch or Logstash from the server where they are installed at but are
not limited to only those destinations. Beats were originally a single product called
Packetbeat, developed in 2015, which became a part of the Elastic Stack in the same
year [32]. Beats serve a single purpose. For example, Packetbeat was made to ship
network traffic data. Today, there are many beats available in the Beats platform for
many different purposes. Filebeat reads and sends data from log files, Metricbeat sends
system metrics and Auditbeat sends Linux audit data. [45]

Logstash and Beats can sometimes serve a similar purpose as data shippers, thus
having overlapping functionality, but the usefulness of either product depends most on
the needs of the project and they do have their own unique benefits. Beats only serve
a single specific purpose, so they are easy to setup and fulfil that purpose efficiently.
Beats also keep track of the data they are reading, so if the host they are running on
fails, they can just continue where they left off without sending duplicate data. Beats
are more light-weight than Logstash, which means they are more suitable for devices
that have limited resources, like IoT (Internet of Things) devices. Logstash, being
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a larger application, comes with much more features and can serve multiple roles in
return.

Beats also compete with other tools, such as the Elasticsearch Python Client, which
works as a wrapper for the Elasticsearch’s REST API, allowing the management of
an Elasticsearch cluster through the Python programming language. This includes
sending documents to Elasticsearch and indexing them. [46]
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3. IMPLEMENTATION

The objective of this Master’s Thesis is to build a data management proof of
concept using Elasticsearch. The implementation is divided into three elements: data
collection, parsing and indexing, and visualization. Each element has functional
requirements that are described in Table 3.

Table 3. Functional requirements for the implementation.

Data Collection
R1: Must be able to automatically ship and index test files
from Jenkins into Elasticsearch.
Parsing and Indexing
R2: Must be able to parse the files so they can be appropriately indexed into Elasticsearch
and then visualized as requested with Kibana.
Visualization
R3: Two Kibana dashboards must be made that display both high-level and low-level
information about the tests and their results.
R4: The dashboards must have clickable elements for traversing between the dashboards
and for filtering the results to view specific fields.

This chapter will first introduce the elements that make up the foundation of the
implementation. They are target data, and parsing and indexing. These must be
understood and implemented first before visualization or data collection can take place.
The implementation process section follows the development process from the initial
plan and prototype to the final concept. The visualization section will present the
dashboards and their functionality, index template section covers the usage and making
of index templates and the chapter ends with the implementation of automatic data
collection.

3.1. Target Data

This section introduces the data that will be parsed, stored and visualized. The first
files to be stored in Elasticsearch are JSON files that contain high-level summaries of
the test results produced by the robot framework as well as other contextual metadata
such as project and version control data. These files are quite small with a simple
structure, having only a few similar arrays of objects which are relevant in the next
section, parsing and indexing.

The second files are output XML (Extensible Markup Language) files that contain
the actual raw test results produced by the robot framework, and they can be very large,
up to dozens of megabytes in size. Most of the data that can be found in the JSON files
originate from these files along with additional important information, such as the full
output messages, every robot keyword and their arguments and more. The structure
of these files depends on the structure of the tests conducted by the robot framework.
Although they have a predictable structure, the tests can have multiple test suites, tests
and levels of nested keywords, which means the output XML files will require much
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more parsing. Every XML file has a corresponding JSON file and vice versa. The
whole data set contains 322 JSON files and 322 XML files, totalling 644 files.

3.2. Parsing and Indexing

The structures of the XML and JSON files were not initially Kibana-friendly and,
because of that, they required parsing before they could be indexed to Elasticsearch
and visualized correctly. The main issue were the arrays of JSON objects because
Elasticsearch has no concept of inner objects and, therefore, it internally flattens arrays
of objects into arrays of values for each field in the objects as demonstrated in Figures
10 and 11. Because of this, the association between fields in an object is lost. [47]

Figure 10. An example of a JSON document with an array of objects. [47]

Figure 11. A flattened version of the JSON document from Figure 10. [47]

However, Elasticsearch is capable of indexing and searching individual objects from
arrays of objects by defining them in the index mapping as nested, which indexes each
object as a separate hidden document. [47] But while Elasticsearch could index and
search individual objects from arrays of objects, Kibana would not be able to visualize
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them. It was then decided that the best approach would be to split the arrays of objects
and index the objects as individual documents.

The documents would be indexed to indices named according to their level as
objects, for example, the highest-level index would be named “robot” because “robot”
is the highest-level element in the robot output XML files. The “robot” object has a
field called “suite” so the objects inside “suite” are indexed in an index called “robot-
suite” and so on. It would be appropriate to use the name of the robot keyword to
represent the hierarchy but since there are so many different keywords. However,
it would result in the creation of too many indices, which is a problem because
Kibana has a hard limit of 100 indices for an index pattern and, that would be greatly
exceeded and therefore all the data in every index could not be visualized if necessary.
Furthermore, the keyword names can be very long and can include special characters
so they would require additional parsing. The exact rules for naming an index can
found in Table 4.

Table 4. Index naming rules.
Must not contain #, \, /, *, ?, ", <, >, |, :, or ,
Must not start with _, - or +
Must not be . or ..
Must be lowercase

This started the development of a python script that would later become the main
component of the implementation and would split the arrays of objects and prepare the
objects into documents that are then shipped and indexed into Elasticsearch.

3.3. Implementation Process

The process started by studying how to install and use Elasticsearch and how it worked.
The latest major release of Elasticsearch was 8.0 and it was released shortly after this
project was started. It came with significant changes to the API and security features
when compared to the previous releases, and the new 8.0 API was not compatible with
the 7.x API. Additionally, the robust security features were enabled and configured by
default in new installations. [48]

The latest version of Elasticsearch was installed in a local VM that was running
Ubuntu 20.04 to start working on a prototype, but navigating through the security
features to get Filebeat and Logstash configured to work with Elasticsearch proved
to be troublesome and was not ultimately needed for this project as a PoC, although
security is important and should be configured if this project would see further
development and resources after this thesis.

The last version of Elasticsearch 7, namely 7.17, was in use in another team so in
order to preserve interoperability, it was decided that the version 7.17 would be used
for this project instead of 8.0. After Elasticsearch was successfully running, the rest of
the Elastic Stack was installed, tested and studied.
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3.3.1. Initial Plan and Prototype

After successfully installing and testing Elasticsearch, Filebeat and Logstash, it was
time to start working on a prototype. The initial plan was to make a Python script that
would first read the JSON files as Python dictionaries. The arrays of objects would
then be popped from the dictionaries, and the leftover header (metadata) dictionaries
would be written into new JSON files and placed in their respective folder while the
same would be done for the objects in the array. This, however, caused the association
between the documents that originated from the same file to be lost. To fix that, an
identifier, which was already found in the header dictionaries, was copied to every
document that was associated with the header. This functionality is visualized in Figure
12.

Figure 12. Splitting the JSON files into header and object documents.
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After the documents have been written into files, Filebeat would then be configured
to start harvesting the files inside the folders and for each file, it would make a new
field called “tags” in the document and add a tag there based on which document
it is reading. Objects would receive the “object” tag and headers would receive the
“header” tag. Filebeat would then forward the documents to Logstash, which would
be configured to take inputs from Filebeat. Logstash adds its own metadata fields to
the document, which are not needed for this project and can be dropped in the filter
stage. In the output stage, Logstash sends the documents with the “object” tag to their
respective index as it does with the documents with the “header” tag. This functionality
is visualized in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Initial plan for using Filebeat and Logstash to index documents from files.

A prototype was made based on this plan which worked for the JSON files by
successfully indexing them in the local Elasticsearch instance and in the correct
indices.
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3.3.2. The Final Concept

The prototype worked and the new requirements included adding the XML files
alongside the JSON files. Because the XML files were so large, had a different
structure and required lots of parsing, another Python script was developed specifically
for them. The script read and then converted the XML files first into Python
dictionaries. Inside the dictionaries, the objects normally had only one array of objects
inside them, the “kw” field which stands for keyword. They contained the different
steps of the tests defined by the robot framework keywords and were usually nested
multiple times. Most messages, including the important error messages produced by
the tests were at the lowest level of the nested “kw” tree in a field called “msg”.

To parse these messages, a recursive function was made to search for the “kw” or
“msg” fields in each test object. The function would iterate over the given fields list that
contained “kw” and “msg”. If either of them was found, then they would be popped
from the parent object and the value in that field would be placed inside a list if they
were not already in one to simplify the iterating process and to avoid making separate
code branches for objects and lists.

Next, the list would be iterated. First, the object will receive the following
fields: “@test_name”, “@parent_name” and “@root_timestamp”. “@test_name” field
contains the name of the test that the objects belong to. “parent_name” contains the
name of the parent object and “root_timestamp” is the timestamp for when the robot
output was generated. Then, it would check if the “@name” field was present in the
object which contains the name of the keyword meaning that the object is a keyword
object. If the “@name” field was found, the function would call itself and search
through the popped “kw” array for the “kw” and “msg” fields again. If the “@name”
field did not exist within the object, then the object is a message object and the objects
would be returned. The recursive loop will end for each objects if either the “msg”
field is found or if neither the “kw” nor “msg” are found in the object after which all
the leftover “kw” documents would be returned. A pythonlike pseudocode of the final
version of this function can be found in Algorithm 1 in the Elasticsearch Python Client
subsection, which should be read to fully understand the algorithm.

This function correctly split and returned the objects, but the problem was now the
size. A single XML file could potentially produce well over 100 000 documents, which
using the original approach would store the files in folders before indexing which is
counterintuitive and would waste the resources of the CI pipeline and slow down the
process. The 322 output XML files were parsed and they produced over 36 million
documents in up to 36 different indices. This would also make configuring Filebeat
and Logstash impractical, as each document type would need its own tag and folder
and new ones would have to be added constantly in the future. The solution to this
problem was found in the Elasticsearch Python client and is explained in the next
section.

3.3.3. Elasticsearch Python Client

The Elasticsearch Python client is an official low-level client for Elasticsearch-related
Python code. It works as a wrapper for the Elasticsearch’s REST API, which means it
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is able to make API calls using Python code which enables indexing documents into
specified indices whenever they are ready without writing them into files. Because of
the massive number of documents that needed to be indexed, it is more efficient and
appropriate to use the Elasticsearch’s bulk API instead of indexing them one by one.
Fortunately, the client has a separate collection of helper functions to simplify the raw
API, which include helpers for the bulk API. The bulk helper requires the documents
as an iterable, which meant that the recursive function for splitting the objects from
arrays needed to be turned into a recursive generator. [49]

The documents were then prepared using Python by making a completely new
dictionary where the index was specified in the “_index” metadata field and the object
in the “_source” metadata field. After that, they were yielded by the generator and
shipped and indexed with the bulk API. This greatly simplified the process and allowed
faster and more dynamic indexing. This also effectively meant that Filebeat and
Logstash were no longer needed in this project as their functionality was replaced
by the Elasticsearch Python client.

Algorithm 1. Recursive search and split
Input : kw: A keyword object or an array of keyword objects

fields: A list containing “kw” and “msg” strings
test_name: Name of the test that the object belongs to
parent_name: Name of the parent object
root_timestamp: Timestamp of when the robot output was generated
index_name: Name of the target index in Elasticsearch

Output: Python dictionaries
1 for field in fields do
2 if field in kw then
3 kw_list = place_object_inside_list(kw.pop(field))
4 end
5 for obj in kw_list do
6 obj["@test_name"] = test_name
7 obj["@parent_name"] = parent_name
8 obj["@root_timestamp"] = root_timestamp
9 if "@name" in obj then

10 yield from search_and_split(obj, fields, test_name, obj["@name"],
root_timestamp, index_name + "-" + field)

11 end
12 else
13 doc = prepare_document(index_name + "-msg", obj)
14 yield doc
15 end
16 end
17 end
18 doc = prepare_document(index_name, kw)
19 yield doc
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3.4. Visualization

After both the JSON files and XML files were successfully parsed and indexed
into Elasticsearch, everything was ready for visualization. The company gave clear
requirements for visualizing the data. There should be two dashboards, the first
dashboard should act as an entry point and display how many tests failed and succeeded
as a bar chart. Clicking a bar in the chart should open up another dashboard, which
should show details about the tests within that bar such as possible error messages,
version control data and more. All test data has been removed from the figures due to
the company’s request.

3.4.1. Kibana Dashboards

The first dashboard was straightforward to make and it uses data from the JSON files.
The JSON files are suitable for being an entry point to the data because they contain
high-level information about the tests and other contextual metadata as mentioned in
the target data section.

The bar chart was made with Kibana’s lens tool, an easy-to-use general purpose
visualization editor. “@root_timestamp” was selected for the horizontal axis and
using the count function, tests which failed and tests which succeeded were chosen
for the vertical axis. The vertical axis would, therefore, show two bars for each
JSON file. Failures would be shown in red and successes would be shown in green.
An additional control element was added for filtering the JSON files based on the
contextual metadata. The user can filter the files using four fields, “@root_timestamp”
represents a specific file and the other fields represent the type of a JSON file and
project and project version data. The finished first dashboard is presented in Figure 14
of Appendix 5 and shows the successes and failures of 322 test runs.

After the bar chart was set up and counted the failures and successes correctly. It
was time to make the second dashboard which would show detailed test information
from the robot output XML files. This is where the discover tool becomes convenient
as it can be used to make queries for different indices. The relevant fields can be
selected and displayed after the query and then be saved and added to the dashboard.
All the discover windows can then be filtered by using another control element, where
the user can explore data from a specific test run, a specific test within that test
run and messages from a keyword within that test by selecting the corresponding
“@root_timestamp”, “@test_name” and “@parent_name”. The main features of the
finished second dashboard is presented in Figure 15 of Appendix 5.

After both dashboards were ready, they were connected by creating a drilldown in
the bar chart. The drilldown allows the user to click the bars and choose to either zoom
in the time range or move to the other dashboard. The time range in the first dashboard
is carried over to the second dashboard so if the user selects a specific JSON using
“@root_timestamp” and moves to the second dashboard, then it conveniently shows
all the details from that specific test run. [50]
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3.5. Index Templates

During the visualization, it became apparent that some of the fields in the documents
were ignored because the dynamic mapping added the “ignore_above” field to the
keyword field of the text fields and was set to the default value of 256. Some of the
values in those text fields exceeded the “ignore_above” value and were thus ignored.
To be able to search and visualize everything, the “ignore_above” field needed to be
removed from the mapping and all future mappings.

The appropriate solution was to make index templates for the indices. The index
templates would define the settings, including mappings for each newly created index
that matched the specified index pattern in the template. Since all the other fields
were correctly detected by the dynamic mapping and only the text fields needed to be
modified. Making a single index template with a dynamic template for the text fields
in the mappings would correctly format the text fields in every index created by the
template. Additionally, if new text fields are added to the already existing indices, then
they will also use the format defined in the dynamic template.

Two shell scripts were made for making index templates along with the cURL
commands to send them into the specified Elasticsearch instance, one for the
documents that came from the JSON files and one for the robot output XML files.
With the help of these scripts, it is easy to add new index templates or modify the
existing ones and to then send them into Elasticsearch by running them.

3.6. Data Collection

Data collection was the last part of the implementation. Because this project was only
a PoC, it did not warrant testing in a live environment. Instead, the proposed solution
was to simulate automatic data collection by creating a simple Jenkins test job. The
job would install the necessary python libraries, download a single XML file, and the
corresponding python script from version control. The script would then be executed
and the XML file would be parsed and indexed into Elasticsearch which is running in
a remote test server.

Running the job was successful and the XML file was parsed and indexed, which
means that running the same script in the live testing jobs should yield the same result.
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4. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

After the implementation was completed, it needed to be evaluated. The functional
requirements in Table 3 were met but actual user feedback was missing, and therefore
a survey was conducted for a CI related team in the company. Furthermore, the
implementation had room for optimization, which was implemented and experimented
on in the optimization section.

4.1. Optimization

Indexing the 322 robot output XML files can take a long time, and during the first
run, it took 2867 seconds to index all 322 files. This can be easily improved with
some optimizations. A simple way to optimize the indexing using Python would be to
implement parallel processing of the files since there are 322 files to be processed in a
loop that do not depend on each other so the files can be indexed asynchronously.

The benefits of parallel processing are realized when many files are indexed during
execution, for example, bulk indexing old test files would happen much faster. In live
production, however, it is more efficient to use a single process as the Jenkins jobs only
produce one Robot Framework output file and its corresponding JSON file.

The concurrent.futures Python library was used to implement parallel processing,
as it is a Python library that provides a high-level interface for executing tasks
asynchronously [51]. The concurrent.futures.ProcessPoolExecutor was used to create
a pool of processes containing as many processes as the VM had CPU (central
processing unit) cores which was raised to four. The processes in the pool are reused
rather than recreated to reduce overhead and to improve performance.

Then, the map method of the executor object was used to map the robot output files
from a list as tuples containing the IP address and port in a string as the first value and
the file path as the second value for the designated function as arguments and then to
execute that function for every argument, dividing the workload across the CPU cores.

This function first instantiates the Elasticsearch client using the first value in the
tuple and then calls the helper function with Algorithm 1 and the robot file path as its
arguments to index the documents using the bulk API. This function is repeated on all
four CPU cores in parallel until every file has been indexed.

The implementation worked and the program was successfully executed among four
CPU cores. However, the execution times were quite suspicious, so to investigate,
the program was also executed on one, two, and three cores. As seen in Table 5, the
parallel processing has greatly diminishing returns after using more than two cores
and, unsurprisingly, the normal implementation is slightly faster than the one core
implementation, although they both use one core. This is most likely because of
overhead caused by the concurrent.futures library and its features.

It was expected that the four-core implementation would be in the 700–800 second
range because running the most computationally intensive part of the script with four
cores instead of one should cut the execution time by roughly 75% but it seems
that Elasticsearch is causing a bottleneck in this instance as the indexing script and
Elasticsearch are both competing for resources from the same machine and with
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the script hogging all four cores, Elasticsearch is struggling to write the incoming
documents faster than they arrive which also made it prone to crashing.

To avoid this problem, the documents were indexed to an Elasticsearch development
test server. The specifications of this server are unknown, but it does have much more
resources than the local machine. Indexing into a remote server will also introduce
some latency and, therefore, will give execution times that could be expected when
running the script in a live environment. The indexing into the remote server took
surprisingly long, almost two hours using four cores. The reasons for why it took so
long, other than latency, were unknown. Because of the long execution time using four
cores, it was not necessary to test the indexing with fewer cores, although the time
could be improved with more cores.

Table 5. Execution times in seconds using different numbers of CPU cores when
indexing documents into an Elasticsearch instance that is running on the same machine.

Cores Execution Time
Normal implementation 2867
1 2996
2 1826
3 1566
4 1468

4.2. User Feedback

The implementation met the requirements found in Table 3 and, in order to seriously
consider using Elasticsearch in the company, it was necessary to demonstrate it for
potential users, so a small survey was conducted for a CI-related team in the company.
Unfortunately, it was not feasible to arrange a meeting with the developers of the tests
or the developers of the products who would be the main users of Elasticsearch and
Kibana. Two sets of questions were prepared along with a presentation about the
dashboards: the first set of questions was asked before the presentation and can be
found in Appendix 1, and the second set was asked after the presentation and can be
found in Appendix 2. Each set had five questions and all six people who were present
answered to both sets. The pre-presentation answers can be found in the tables of
Appendix 3, and post-presentation answers can be found in the tables of Appendix 4.

Based on the pre-presentation answers, all the respondents had heard of either
Elasticsearch or their current data management platform and had seen dashboards
made by them or some other tool which was expected. Most, however, did not
currently use any data management service in their daily work, which this project
is aiming to change. The respondents were not satisfied with the state of the
current data management services as they were still being ramped up, which did not
incentivize using them. The suggested improvements focused on making daily lives of
stakeholders and developers easier as well as making the services easier to use.

After the presentation, the first impressions of the respondents found Elasticsearch
and Kibana useful and powerful, which implied that the project so far has been
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successful as they also wanted to see more Kibana dashboards in the future. The
respondents were willing to import data that they were working with if they had any.
Additionally, they gave some suggestions about what kind of data they would like to
see or import. When asked for changes or improvements, the respondents requested
more dashboards/metrics for various other CI related tools.

All in all, the presentation and the final results of the implementation were well
received and based on the answers there is demand for Elasticsearch and Kibana in the
company, but it remains to be seen whether it will receive more support in the future.
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5. DISCUSSION

The research question of this thesis was defined in Chapter 1: How can data be
automatically collected and stored into Elasticsearch from a CI/CD pipeline and
visualized with Kibana? This research question was a summary of requirements that
are described in Table 3.

Table 6. How the requirements from table 3 were satisfied.

Data Collection
R1: A Jenkins job was created for testing indexing from Jenkins to Elasticsearch.
The job would download the target files and the script from version control
and execute the script to index the files. The indexing was successful,
which indicates that it should also work in a live environment.
Parsing and Indexing
R2: The objects in the arrays of objects in the files were split into individual documents.
This allowed them to be indexed into different indices for better structuring and
allowed Kibana to visualize them correctly.
Visualization
R3: Two dashboards were made. The first dashboard displays high-level information
from the JSON files and the second displays low-level information
from the Robot Framework output XML files.
R4: The first dashboard allows clicking a bar to open the second dashboard
with the currently selected time range to explore data
from the Robot Framework output XML files. Both dashboards have controls
to filter the data by selecting values from certain fields to
only view data from documents where those fields have the selected value.

The requirements are also the steps that follow the process described in the research
question all the way from collecting data to visualization. Since all the requirements
were met, the implementation worked correctly and was able to collect data from
a CI/CD pipeline (Jenkins), store it in Elasticsearch and visualize it with Kibana.
Therefore, the explanations for each step in the process form the answer for the
research question.

5.1. Results

The optimized implementation using parallel processing with four cores was twice
as fast as the normal single-core implementation in the local VM, with a resource
bottleneck. However, this is only useful when indexing multiple files during the same
execution like for example, when the script is used to index old test data that is already
generated and saved elsewhere. In the live testing jobs, a single robot output file and
its corresponding JSON file would be produced during each job, rendering parallel
processing useless and slightly slower. An argument could be added to the scripts to
enable parallel processing when needed with the desired number of cores.
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The requirements for the dashboards were met and the performance of Kibana was
near real-time. Based on the user feedback, it was deemed useful and powerful, but
without feedback from developers who would need these dashboards the most, it was
difficult to determine which fields needed to be visualized and how. The feedback
from developers could possibly lead to changes in the structures of the documents and,
therefore, changes to the scripts, to index and visualize the needed files as requested.

5.2. Future Work

The implementation as a whole did leave room for improvement. If Elasticsearch
were to see wider adoption in the company, more feedback should be requested from
developers who work with the tests and products to see what kind of features and
improvements they would like to see. For example, what changes should be done to
the dashboards? Are there are any other data they would like to store or visualize?

Robot framework is a very flexible test automation framework and although the
output files were indexed successfully, there are other output files with differing
structures so the script should be made more flexible to take more different structures
and fields into account. Just like the robot files, the JSON files also receive updates and
are expanded to complement more robot output files which means the JSON parsing
script should be adjusted accordingly.

So far, the Elasticsearch instance that was used in this project was only ran
locally with a few tests using a remote server, and therefore the clustering features
unfortunately were not explored in practice, which should be examined if Elasticsearch
is considered for use in production.

The Kibana dashboards were simple and effective, but Kibana offers more advanced
features, too, like time shifts, advanced formulas and dynamic colours. Time shifts
allow displaying data from different time periods on the same chart for easier
comparison. Advanced formulas allow making your own formula by combining math
functions to calculate new values from the data and dynamic colours allow dynamic
changing of colours in the chart depending on the values they represent.

The implementation was done for Elasticsearch 7.17 which uses Elasticsearch 7.x
API. The newest major release of Elasticsearch, namely 8.0.0, introduces major
changes to the API, making 7.x incompatible with 8.x API. The update also came with
robust security features which are enabled and configured by default. Elasticsearch
8.x, therefore, could be considered to be used in the future for better security but also
more efficient indexing of text, keyword and match_only_text fields, which are used
heavily in this project to reduce the needed disk space [48].
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6. SUMMARY

In this thesis, Elasticsearch and other tools in the Elastic Stack were studied and
an implementation comprising two python scripts, one shell script and two Kibana
dashboards was made to demonstrate the capabilities and functionality of Elasticsearch
and Kibana as a data management solution. The goal of the implementation was to
automatically collect data from a CI/CD pipeline, which is then parsed and split into
documents that can be efficiently indexed into Elasticsearch using the bulk API and
finally be visualized correctly with Kibana.

The target data consisted of two different files, Robot Framework output XML
files and the corresponding JSON files which contained high-level summaries and
information about the output files. For both types of files, a python script was made to
parse and ship the data into the specified indices in an Elasticsearch instance. Two
dashboards were to visualize the data from both types of files, the first dashboard
contains high-level information from the JSON files, such as test failure and success
counts, which can then be clicked to access another dashboard to explore detailed
information about the tests in the robot output files. The automatic data collection was
tested in Jenkins to see if it can automatically index data from a CI/CD pipeline.

After the implementation was completed and worked correctly, the requirements
were met and, therefore, the research question was answered as well. The
implementation was then optimized by applying multiprocessing and evaluated by
conducting a survey on a CI-related team in the company, which deemed Elasticsearch
and Kibana useful and powerful, suggesting that it could become more widely adopted
in the future.
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Had you heard about Elasticsearch or any other data management service or
platform before this project?

Had you seen any visualizations/dashboards that were made using Kibana or any
other tool before this project?

Do you currently work with any data management service?

Are you satisfied with the current data management service?

How do you think the current data management service could be improved?
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What are your first impressions on Elasticsearch and Kibana based on the
presentation?

Would you like to see Kibana views/dashboards in the future?

Would you like to import any data into Elasticsearch and visualize them with
Kibana or some other tool?

Can you think of any changes or improvements for the dashboards?

Open feedback.
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Table 7. Had you heard about Elasticsearch, or any other data management service or
platform before this project?

Yes, I am familiar with our current data management platform
and Elasticsearch and how they work.
I have also heard of MongoDB being used for similar purposes.
Yes, I have heard about our current data management platform
but also Elasticsearch being mentioned.
Yes, some basic level information about our current data management platform.
Yes, Elasticsearch (i.e. ELK-stack) was used in one of my previous projects
to monitor infra system alarms.
Elasticsearch was used in my earlier project, so I had heard about it.
However, our current data management platform was a new tool.
Yes, Elasticsearch and our current data management platform.

Table 8. Had you seen any visualizations/dashboards that were made using Kibana, or
any other tool before this project?

Yes, I am familiar with Kibana and our current data management platform dashboards.
Also I have seen Grafana and Power BI views.
Yes, I have seen some of our current data management platform dashboards.
Yes, I have seen our current data management platform dashboards.
Yes, Kibana was used.
Also some other cloud-based visualization dashboards have been used.
In my earlier project Kibana was used, and I also did some basic things with it.
Yes, our current data management platform.

Table 9. Do you currently work with any data management service?
Yes, I have lightly supported the work with our current data management platform
and Elasticsearch tools and dashboards.
No.
No.
Not at the moment.
No.
Not actively, so personally I’d say no.
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Table 10. Are you satisfied with the current data management service?

Yes, our current data management platform is very powerful, but it is also too expensive.
Elasticsearch is cheaper but needs more maintenance work
before we can see the data in dashboards.
Not really, ramp-up in progress.
Not yet, as it is still in ramp-up stage.
I just started in the project, so I haven’t formed my opinion yet.
No comments, as I am not currently using them.
No.

Table 11. How do you think the current data management service could be improved?
We should collect use cases from project(s) stakeholders
on how we could improve their daily work.
Based on this information, we should collect needed data
and create the needed dashboards.
Well let’s first get everything up and running and then figure out what to improve.
Can’t really make any good points, since I’m not an active user.
We need views that help us pinpoint/find problematic areas
and views that really help both managers and developers
to easily get all needed data from one place (views might be different).
Difficult to say because I haven’t worked that long in the project.
As I remember, Kibana was not very simple to use,
so maybe the usage could be made simpler.
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Table 12. What are your first impressions on Elasticsearch and Kibana based on the
presentation?

Seems to be a very powerful tool which has a lot of potential.
It’s definitely a useful tool to have.
There was one view which was based on robot data.
This is useful data for users who work with information from robot data.
Seems like a useful tool.
Similarly messy (complex) as our current data management platform,
takes a hands-on approach to figure it all out.
But the views seem nice and test data can be dug up as needed.
They seem to be efficient and clear.

Table 13. Would you like to see Kibana views/dashboards in the future?

Yes.
Yes!
Yes, I want to see more Kibana and our current data management platform dashboards
that show information I need for daily work.
Yes, I think it would be beneficial.
Yeah, it seems useful for long time trends and noticing exceptions.
Sure, why not.

Table 14. Would you like to import any data into Elasticsearch and visualize them with
Kibana or some other tool?

Yes.
Maybe some CI based data. More build data from Jenkins.
Yes, I want to import needed information from daily work.
At the moment, I don’t think I have such data, but maybe in the future.
All old test data we have and all new that’s generated.
Not at the moment, but it might come handy in the future.

Table 15. Can you think of any changes or improvements for the dashboards?
Not at the moment, but in the future some new dashboards could be ramped up.
More visualization/metrics would be good.
Yes, this was only for robot-related data. We want to see also Jenkins data
with version control system data combined together.
Here we have to think what we want from Kibana
and our current data management platform dashboards.
Nothing comes to mind just now.
Not really, I’m only interested in the long-time trends.
Developers might have more specific needs.
Not without first-hand experience.
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Table 16. Open feedback.
In the long run, it would be good if we would collect the use cases
from the actual developers and add new views/dashboards to support them better
(nowadays different data from different tools are all in different places).
Demonstration was a little bit short/brief.
Good presentation. Next, we have to think about uses cases
what data we have to collect and what kind of dashboards we need.
Thanks for the demonstration.
Nice job.
All in all this project seems to be needed and a good addition to the ‘arsenal’.
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Figure 14. The first Kibana dashboard, displaying test failure and success counts from
the JSON files as a bar chart.
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Figure 15. The second Kibana dashboard, displaying different details from the tests
found in the robot output XML files based on the time range.
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